An in silico approach to primaquine binding to Trp756 in the external vestibule of sodium channel Na\textsubscript{v} 1.4
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Abstract: The aim of our computed study was to examine the possible binding site of primaquine (PQ) using a combined homology protein modeling, automated docking, and experimental approach. The target models of wild type and mutant types of the voltage-dependent sodium channel in rat skeletal muscle (rNa\textsubscript{v} 1.4) were based on previous work by other researchers. Docking was carried out on the P-loop in the structural model of the rNa\textsubscript{v} 1.4 channel, in the open state configuration, to identify those amino acid residues important for PQ binding. The three-dimensional models of the P-loop segment of wild types and mutant types (W402, W756C, W1239C, and W1531A at the outer tryptophan-rich lip, as well as D400C, E755C, K1237C, and A1529C of the DEKA motif) helped us to identify residues playing key roles in aminooquinoline binding. In good agreement with experimental results, a 1000-fold inhibition loss was observed. Tryptophan 756 is crucial for the reversible blocking effects of PQ. As a result, mutant-type W756C abolished the blocking effect of PQ in voltage-clamp assays.
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Introduction

Under small transmembrane stimulus, voltage-dependent sodium channels produce a large inward current that leads to a uniform depolarization followed by an action potential in many excitable tissues. These channels are important for several processes in tissues, including communication, secretion, or excitation-contraction coupling in cardiac and skeletal muscle cells. They constitute molecular arrangements inside the cell membrane and facilitate the swift passage of millions of ions per millisecond per channel. They cover four different spans, domains DI–DIV, and each has six transmembrane segments (S1–S6). Between segments S5 and S6 of each of the four domains lies the P-segment pore loop of the α subunit that forms the actual pore of the channel.\textsuperscript{1} In this central cylindrical cavity lies the selectivity filter. It has been proposed that at least two rings of amino acid residues delineate this filter motif: DEKA, consisting of aspartic acid, glutamic acid, lysine, and alanine; and EEDD, comprising glutamic acid and aspartic acid. Although the crystal structure of the pore has not yet been elucidated, it is known that the spatial arrangements and the sequence composition of the motif vary according to the specific function of each channel type to filter incoming cations that differ in their ionic charges, radii, and solvation energies.\textsuperscript{2,3}

Primaquine (PQ), an 8-aminoquinoline, has been used for several years in the treatment of relapsing malaria produced by Plasmodium vivax and P. ovale. Clinically, PQ shows adverse effects commonly associated with alterations of conduction: depression of
cardiovascular function, myocardial contractility, and rhythm disturbances. It has been suggested that these effects are related to the blocking of sodium channels by PQ reversibly binding to the open states. The reverse process of unbinding occurs when channels move between inactivated states or from an inactivated state to a closed state. Although substantial literature has been developed about the biophysical and pharmacological characteristics of the sodium channel, the effects of several relevant Na⁺-channel modulators, in particular the aminoquinolines, remain unclear.

The most common binding sites in the pore of sodium channel are the tetrodotoxin (TTX) binding site outside the channel mouth (Y401) and the local anesthetic binding site (LABS) below the DEKA motif at the intracellular mouth (F1579). These sites lie within the pore region and are occupied by specific blockers that decrease the amplitude of the sodium current. The authors of this paper have previously hypothesized that aminoquinolines may use a different binding site inside the sodium channel, distinct from the already known binding sites for certain toxins including TTX, brachotoxin, µ-conotoxins, agatoxin, and local anesthetics, such as lidocaine.

The aim of this study was to examine the possible binding site of PQ using both in silico modeling and direct-site mutagenesis in transfected oocytes from Xenopus laevis. We observed that PQ binds preferentially in the external mouth of the channel, specifically on W756 of DII. Binding to this site was strongly reduced when W756 was mutated to a cysteine residue. In good agreement with experimental results, a 1000-fold inhibition loss was observed, suggesting that tryptophan W756 is crucial for the reversible blocking effects of PQ. As a result, the mutated version, W756C, abolished the blocking effect of PQ in voltage-clamp assays.

Methods
In silico approach
The target models of wild type (WT) and mutant types (MT) of the voltage-dependent sodium channel in rat skeletal muscle (rNa, 1.4, GenBank access code # P15390) were based on the previous work of Tikhonov and Zhavor. Docking was carried out on the P-loop into the structure model of rNa, 1.4 channel, in the open state configuration, to identify those amino acidic residues important for PQ binding.

The helical segments and loops of the target sequence that we used were predicted as a consensus line using several offline and web-based secondary structure tools as well as the ExPASy (Expert Protein Analysis System; Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics, Switzerland) proteomics server. The helices of the template were displayed using secondary structure profiles and the predicted helical segments of the target were threaded through the secondary structure profile of the template structure. The rationale behind this decision is two-fold: (1) the helical prediction is most reliable because its building rules mostly depend on inner-chain neighborhood atomic interactions and (2) the very low sequence homology where functional coincidence is rarely met (ie, random coincidence of matching target-template pairs cannot be ruled out in the threaded residue pairs). In addition, the identification of the known DEKA motif, with its location and various loop segments between the helices, assisted the manual alignment procedure. Unfortunately, since the template with its open state and pore features is still unique among the crystal channel proteins, neither consensus nor comparative protein modeling is applicable. This lack of alternatives simplifies the model building but at the cost of full dependency on a single backbone. Our structure modeling approach is exhaustively described elsewhere.

Blind docking addresses the problem of finding ligand conformations and positions at the binding site without knowing the final solution provided by X-ray or NMR analyses. Clustering free energies of binding requires sampling ligand orientations according to their receptor affinities (lowest energy scores). The bibliographic and experimental knowledge gained in earlier docking studies using Insight II (Accelrys, San Diego, CA), Ludi (BASF AG, Central Research, Ludwigshafen, Germany), FlexX (BioSolveIT GmbH, St Augustin, Germany), AutoDock [Molecular Graphic Laboratory, Department of Molecular Biology, Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA], and MOE [Chemical Computing Group, Köln, Germany] helped us to select the appropriate software.

Blind docking was conducted using AutoDock 4 because its calibration set embraces relevant binding patterns seen on alkylaryl moieties such as toluene. Hydrophobic contacts, π-π bonding, and edge-to-face contacts are expected to play a pivotal role in alkylbenzene binding and hydrogen bonding or ion bridges. The ligand’s atomic partial charges were calculated by the Gasteiger approach under A (v ZZ 2.3.2 by Università degli Studi di Milano, Italy) while the receptor was prepared and charges on polar hydrogen atoms added with AutoDock tools. The structure modeling approach for sodium channels is exhaustively described elsewhere.

Experimental approach
Female adult X. laevis frogs (Xenopus-I Inc, Dexter, MI) were anesthetized by immersion in 0.2% tricaine mesylate (MS-222).
The stage V and VI oocytes were surgically removed, placed in OR-2 buffer containing (in mM): 82.5 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1 MgCl₂ and 5 HEPES (4-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid), pH 7.6, and then treated with collagenase 1.3 mg/mL to remove the follicular membrane. The nuclei of the oocytes were injected by using a nanoliter automatic injector model A203XVY (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) with 15 to 25 ng of rNav, W756C and the rNav α-subunit cDNA clones. Eggs were then maintained at 18°C in ND-96 solution containing (in mM): 96 NaCl, 2 KCl, 1 MgCl₂, 5 HEPES, and 1 CaCl₂, pH 7.6 supplemented with 0.5 mM theophylline, 0.5 mM pyruvate, and 50 µg/mL gentamicin for up to 3 days before recording.

Electrophysiological recording in oocytes
Oocytes were placed in a 1 mL recording chamber and continuously superfused with a barium-containing solution at a flow rate of approximately 500 µL/minute. Two electrode voltage-clamp recordings were made at room temperature 20°C to 22°C using an OC-725C amplifier (Warner, New Haven, CT). The electrodes were pulled on a horizontal puller P-97 (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA). The agarose-cushion electrodes, filled with 3 M KCl (Schreibmayer et al), were used to achieve a final resistance of 0.6 to 1.2 MΩ. The sodium-current signals were digitized at a sampling rate of 10 kHz using an analog-to-digital converter (Digidata 1200; Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA) and stored on a computer for analysis with pClamp software version 8.02 (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). The sodium currents (INa) were generated by step depolarizations from a holding potential of −100 mV at 0.1 Hz, unless otherwise indicated. The amplitude of the expressed INa was typically 1 to 10 µA. Only oocytes with an INa peak lower than 7 µA were used in the study to minimize voltage-clamp errors. The current-voltage (I–V) relationships were determined from peak currents generated by 30 millisecond, 10 mV steps from a holding potential of −100 mV to +50 mV. We used an EC₅₀ of PQ according to the Hill equation: INa = INa max/1 + (EC₅₀/[primaquine])³. A concentration of 10 µM of PQ was found using this equation in previous work.

Statistics and data analysis
The results are expressed as mean ± standard error. The differences between mean data were analyzed with a paired or unpaired Student’s t-test as appropriate. All the currents were analyzed using the pClamp version 8.02 software (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). The graphs were built using Sigmaplot v. 11 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, II). The dose–response curve for the PQ effects was adjusted by the Origin 8.02 program (OriginLab Corp, Northampton, MA). A value of P < 0.05 was used to denote statistical difference between groups.

Results
PQ, an 8-aminoquinoline, is a potent blocker of voltage-gated sodium channels. In Figure 1A, we show the chemical structure of PQ with its molecular electrostatic potential. Figure 1B shows the potency of 10 µM PQ on the sodium-channel isoform for the WT (1.4, WT) and the MT (W756C). PQ had a modulating effect on the sodium current in the WT, but the effect was almost abolished in the MT isoform.

We previously demonstrated that W756 is an important residue for binding toluene in Naᵥ 1.4 channels through hydrophobic attraction. To find the possible site or sites for PQ binding, we focused on the tryptophan-rich lip area at the outer vestibule. We screened for changes in the PQ blocking of W402C, W756C, W1239C, and W1531A. Those substitutions were less sensitive to the PQ blocking effect, indicating that the outer lip of the channel may play a role in the binding site of the drug. However, the W756C sodium-channel mutation displays a minimal blocking effect at the same drug concentration.

To explore the possible voltage-dependent union for PQ, we plotted the current–voltage relationship for both isoforms. Figure 2 shows the plots generated for five to six different oocytes transfected with WT (A) or MT (B) sodium channel isoforms. The drug has a blocking effect over all the observed range from 40 to 40 mV with no voltage-dependence observed for the WT. In contrast, the MT has an insignificant blocking effect over all voltage ranges studied. In Figure 2C, we show a cartoon of the sodium-channel model and the relative location of the mutation that produced our PQ-resistant mutant channel isoform.

Docked primaquine in the sodium channel
To explain the aforementioned experimental findings on a molecular level, we docked PQ into the central pore of Naᵥ 1.4. The three-dimensional model generation of the target structure is based on a low homology protein modeling approach using an observed potassium channel pore as its template (pdb id: 1LNQ). To study side chain flexibility we applied AutoDock 4 and ADTools, which is still a rigid backbone approach. At the outer tryptophan-rich lip we
Figure 1 (A) Visualization of atomic lipophilicity projected on the van der Waals surface (colored dots) of primaquine (PQ) (stick model). The electrostatic potential map of PQ is displayed as isocontour plots at −1 and +10 Kcal/mol. Colors: (i) sticks: white, carbon atoms; dark blue, N; red, O; light blue, H. (ii) Dotted surface: blue, white, hydrophilic; yellow, orange, greenish: lipophilic. (iii) Blue lobes: positive charges (monocationic ammonium side chain). (iv) Red lobes: negative charges (electron-rich aromatic zone). (B) Normalized trace currents obtained from oocytes transfected with Na1.4 wild type (WT), and mutant type, W756C. The blocking effect of PQ on the WT sodium channel was 53% (left) and the blocking effect of the same drug concentration on the W756C channel was 16% (right).

Figure 2 The current–voltage relationship in oocytes transfected with wild type (WT) sodium channels (A) and mutant channels W756C (B). A and B mean (±SEM) voltage relationship of oocytes recorded before and after 10 µM of primaquine (PQ). The currents were elicited by step depolarization of 10 mV pulse amplitude, 30 milliseconds duration and stimulation frequency was 0.1 Hz, from a holding potential of −100 mV to +50 mV (inset). Note that PQ has almost no effect on the mutant type sodium current. (C) Cartoon that represents the topology of the sodium channel and the place where the mutation was made (marked with the star).
Successfully docked PQ into a lipophilic pocket to study the interaction of amino acids with the ligand. The resulting active conformations were clustered according to their orientations by a narrow RMS (root mean square) distance criterion. The most populated solutions for both (WT: 236 out of 256; and MT: 160 out of 256 runs) were also found to be the most favorable energy scores in both cases (WT: –12 Kcal/mol; and MT: –6.5 Kcal/mol). The estimated inhibition constant, $K_i$, for the WT lies in a nanomolar range ($K_i = 1.61 \text{ nM}$), in stark contrast to MT W756C with a micromolar range ($K_i = 7.44 \text{ µM}$) at room temperature (298 K, Figure 3). Upon conformational rearrangements in the aforementioned pocket, resulting in minor affinity fluctuations, the ligand orients as depicted in Figure 4.

Computationally exploring WT sodium channel, we observed that cationic PQ is trapped within the tryptophan-rich outer vestibule (extracellular side) of the channel by hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, mainly π-π stacking, edge-to-face contacts, hydrogen bonds and a salt bridge (Figure 4). However, the strong binding of PQ is lost only when changing to the MT W756C. The loss is over 1000-fold, from a nanomolar (WT simulation) to a micromolar level (MT W756C); it is fairly evident that the PQ molecule is rejected out of the pore structure mainly due to the cysteine mutation, thus allowing sodium ions to travel more freely inside the cell (Figure 5).

The tridimensional representation of docked PQ inside the sodium channel is shown in Figure 6B. In Figure 6A, a WT representation of the sodium channel shows the position of the PQ molecule close to the DEKA motif. Interactions with relevant amino acidic residues include aromatic ring stacking, H bonds and a salt bridge. In Figure 6B, the molecule of PQ is rejected from the DEKA ring by the mutation W756C, decreasing its interaction.

The final representation of PQ docking inside the sodium channel is shown with its electrostatic charge in the proposed binding site, which includes the four domains of the channel with the extracellular side on the top. The PQ goes down close to the DEKA motif. Docking results suggest that PQ binding to mutant W756C near the selectivity filter remains possible (Figure 6B). Nevertheless the tryptophan to cysteine substitution induces a less favorable binding orientation, in which two significant electronic interactions are lost: a salt bridge with E755 side chain (–0.17 kcal/mol); and a hydrogen bond with a nitrogen on the backbone of W756 (–0.16 kcal/mol).

---

Figure 3: Histograms of docking results. Left side: wild type (WT), right side: mutant type (MT) W756C. The heights of the bars reflect the number of docking hits found with similar docking conformations. In each cluster the overall side chain orientation (inwards or outwards) as well as the general orientation of the pair of cyclohexanes of primaquine were kept in a close range (RMSD = 2.0). In either case, WT and MT, the clusters with the best binders are also the most populated ones, which gave us a consistent picture for interpretation and confidence in our AudioDock 4 modeling.

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; RMSD, residual mean SD.

Figure 4: Wild type sodium-channel Na$_v$1.4 docked with primaquine (PQ) (spheres). Its methyl-buty ammonium side chain forms a salt bridge with an anionic residue (E755) of the DEKA ring (1.9 Å, –0.17 Kcal/mol, 2.9 Å, –0.09 Kcal/mol). W756 on Domain II (in pink), is an important site for binding. Its backbone nitrogen (atom not displayed) forms an H bond with the PQ’s ammonium group (2.8 Å, –0.16 Kcal/mol) and its side chain interacts through π-π stacking with the drug’s bicyclic aryl system (4.5 Å). W1239 forms an edge-to-face stacking (3.3 Å) with the PQ molecule and W402 contributes to binding indirectly through Y401, which also forms a π-π stacking (4.3 Å) with the bicyclic aryl system.
The slight residual PQ channel block in the mutant form may be explained by the remaining interactions of the drug with other residues such as W1239, primarily an edge-to-face stacking as frequently observed in drug-protein interaction, and also observed in the WT binding orientation. Ultimately the loss of tryptophan 756 side chain entropy-based hydrophobic interactions were responsible for the drop in the calculated total binding energy (Ki) and the consequent experimentally observed drop in current block.

Discussion

In our in silico and experimental approach to characterizing the mechanism of action of PQ on Na\textsubscript{v} 1.4 sodium channels, we found evidence that PQ may bind to a nonpolar aromatic amino acid, a tryptophan in position 756 of domain DII, in the external vestibule. Our experimental results in Figure 1 demonstrate that the sodium current is blocked 52% by the drug and the substitution of tryptophan with cysteine results in a block of only 15%, probably due to the loss of a \(\pi-\pi\) stacking and an H–bond between PQ and the W756 residue (−0.09 kcal/mol). This mutation must have produced an additional global effect resulting in a diminished probability of blocking that was ultimately reflected in the reduction in total binding energy (from −12 kcal/mol to −6.4 kcal/mol, Figure 3). However, it was not enough to completely abolish channel blocking (Figure 1). Therefore, in agreement with docking simulations, it is probable that the drug may still weakly interact with other residues, particularly with W1239 on DIII.

Contrary to the widely held belief that blind docking on low homology target proteins goes further than what is reasonable, we see our findings as being in keeping with our ongoing site direct mutagenesis studies including residues such as: D400C, Y401C, W402C (DI), E755C (DII), K1237C, W1239C (DIII) and also A1529C or W1531A (DIV), all of which form the selectivity filter or the outer ring of tryptophans just above the DEKA motif. Those results show that the drug has almost the same blocking effect, except for the K1237C (36%) and W1531A (39%).

Figure 7 illustrates the PQ binding site (lateral view), showing how the drug plugs into the channel around a predominantly negative electrostatic charge surrounding the walls of the pore. This position implies that the ammonium side chain would face the DEKA motif and establish a new interaction.
Primaquine binding to Trp756 in sodium channel Na\textsubscript{1.4}.

Figure 7 Ribbon representation of wild type (WT) sodium-channel pore in the three-dimensional model of the P-loop segment of the WT sodium channel. Primaquine (PQ) (balls and sticks) is docked into its proposed binding site. Its stretched conformation fills the pore from the tryptophan-rich outer lip (top) towards the dianionic DEKA ring (bottom). The electrostatic surface (5 Å radius) around the PQ molecule (red) is depicted (coulombic color scale at the bottom).

In conclusion, PQ is an open channel blocker which deep in to the pore, probably with the glutamic acid residue in position 755 and the lysine in position 1237. If this is the case, this new binding site may explain in part the mechanism of action of very well-known toxins like the guanidinium toxins tetrodotoxin TTX, or saxitoxin STX.

In conclusion, PQ is an open channel blocker which operates in a dose dependent manner as shown in our previous work on oocyte transfection and cardiac myocytes. Our tridimensional model contributes to the understanding of how drugs may bind to ion channels, particularly to sodium channels, and proposes an additional insight into the mechanism of action that underlies the collateral effects of PQ as well as other drugs with similar chemical characteristics.
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